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other form of drive might be less objectionable. The four-wheel
drive, or F.W.D., as it was called during the First World War,
seems to offer many advantages over the rear-wheel drive. The
effort at the driving-wheels is reduced at least 50%, and the mass of
the vehicle is being jointly pulled by the front wheels and pushed by
the rear wheels. This eliminates almost entirely the " rear-axle
kicking," referred to in Fig 142, and the tendency of this type of
vehicle to create waves is relatively small
Three-axle Truck.
A good example of distribution of the drive through two axles is
afforded in the impact tests of the U.S.A. Bureau of Public Roads,
with a special six-wheeled truck having two rear driving axles and
pneumatic tyres, as shown in Fig 158. The weight was distributed
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Fia. 158.—Six-wheel vehicle with four-wheel bbive and
pneumatic tyres.
over the four rear wheels instead of two as on the ordinary vehicle.
The tests show that the impact is practically constant for speeds
between 10 and 25 m.p.L, and that the combined impact for the
two left rear wheels is less than the total load on those wheels.
The Renard train has proved the soundness of the theory of
loads on two driving axles; in addition less damage is done to the
road surface.
Loadometer^.
These instruments are portable jacks intended for testing the axle
weights of vehicles on the road by placing under the axle and raising
it slightly .from the ground. They form a very'much simpler
arrangement than the ordinary weighing machine. Many of the
older weighing machines are too small to accommodate complete
vehicles, either for width or length, and are quite inadequate to deal
with modern traffic; some other, system like the loadometer is
necessary to deal Tvith-tbis problem,
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